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In this investigation of management at the peripheral level, multiple interviews were conducted by a team of five people in 14% of the primary health care villages in The Gambia. The investigators sought to understand principles of village social organization and the process of political factionalism that sometimes disrupts health programmes. A methodology was developed for investigating the structure and function of communities, for use in the health planning and re-planning process, especially where considerable community participation is desired. The methodology uses both qualitative and quantitative types of data collection and analysis. Both historical description and present-time systems analysis are used. Gambian villages are organized on principles of caste, class, age, religion, gender and ranked order of wives. The resulting stratification contributes to political factionalism. Major political institutions include the headman and his council, the women's organization and newly created village development committees. Villages that have successful health programmes are compared with those that do not on a set of eight variables, and recommendations to improve the function of primary health care are made.



The Gambia is recognized by the World Health Organization as having one of the best primary health care (PHC) systems in Africa. As the first phase of PHC planning and implementation drew to an end in 1985, and the country prepared for a World Bank health sector loan, a set of studies (finance, training, etc.) were undertaken. The studies included this investigation of PHC function at village level. In preparation for the inauguration of the health plan in 1981 regional health teams went through community diagnosis procedures to assess needs and resources in communities. They encouraged the formation of village development committees (VDCs) and assisted with organization and on-going support of PHC activities. Some communities have responded with a new sense of purpose; others have not shown much evidence of 'social transformation'. In the process of community diagnosis many things were counted, as an approach to



'scientific' planning, but some crucial aspects of local level social organization not amenable to quantification were ignored. When villages did not function as anticipated, local members of the regional health teams, who know their own society as insiders, had a good idea of what was going wrong, but did not know how to reconcile this knowledge with the apparatus of formal health planning. This follow-up diagnostic study sought to: • understand the organization of village social and cultural groups. • identify groups with power and influence. • identify groups without power and influence. • recommend structures to promote equitable and efficient management of the PHC strategy. • recommend back-up routine for Medical and Health Department staff. • examine payment for drugs, equipment and services.



Social organization and PHC



Background Summary of the PHC programme



The Gambia Primary Health Care Action Plan 1981-1985 set out procedures and goals. Firstly, villages with a population of 400 or more people were selected. A village health worker (usually male) and a traditional midwife (female) have been trained in 230 of those large villages. At the first level of supervision and back-up, 40 key villages were selected and now have a resident community health nurse. In order to promote community participation, VDCs have been established in all PHC villages. Development committees were created in the five Divisions of the country, under the chairmanship of the divisional commissioner, but they do not function well. A National Primary Health Care Coordinating Committee has been created but it does not function. However, there is an active Primary Health Care Steering Committee in the Medical and Health Department that does meet regularly, decides day-to-day policy, solves problems and discusses innovations. Gambian history and rural social structure



Gambian villages, clusters of mud houses, appear deceptively simple. Rather, they are a legacy of a complex historical past. Positioned in a band of savanna near forest to the south and desert to the north, The Gambia has been a key area in trade between ecological zones of Africa. It is therefore not surprising that, apart from Bantu, all the major African language groups intermingle in The Gambia. Gambian society was shaped by proximity to the great 18th and 19th century trading kingdoms of Mali, Ghana, Futa and others. The expansion of Islam directly affected The Gambia, adding further complexity to indigenous social and political organization. This complexity results in an organization of village social and cultural groups with potentially divisive factions and intricate balances of power. Methods of investigation Literature review



The Investigators reviewed published ethnographic and historical literature on Mandinka, Fula and Wolof, the major ethnic groups in The Gambia. These reviews were done in London and in the Gambian National Library in Banjul.
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Basic documents on Gambian PHC were also reviewed, and conversations held with people active in organizing and managing the health services. The instrument: guidelines for community assessment



Following this review we realized that a new procedure needed to be developed for the analysis of community structure and function. Some types of data could be collected and analysed quantitatively, but much needed to be collected and presented as descriptive narrative which included a historical perspective. The following outline guided the investigation, and may be of broad general use in PHC planning. 1. Ask the headman (Alkali) and elders for the history of the village. A. Be alert for splits and divisive political factions: • within the dominant clan ('owners' of the village). • religious controversy which has divided the village into factions, perhaps with separate mosques. • founder ethnic groups being swamped by immigrants of other ethnicity. • a caste group growing large and restive. • national political party politics exacerbating any of the above. • signs that the village must split because the population is exceeding the carrying capacity of the land. B. Make value judgements: is the village capable of acting in unity, or should PHC activities by-pass it for the time being? 2. Interview the headman and his council. A. Is the headman fit and capable of a clear leadership role? B. If not, is someone on his council suitable for taking an active interest in the VDC and PHC? C. If not, should this village be by-passed for the time being? 3. Interview the women's leaders. A. Describe the type of organization they have by form and function. B. Learn what back-up for PHC they can provide. C. Learn their expectations.
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4. Interview all traditional midwives. A. Describe their ethnicity, caste, class and clan. B. Whom do they serve (ethnicity, caste, clan, neighbourhood, etc.). C. What services do they provide? D. Do they (or might they) work with a younger literate assistant, perhaps a junior kinswoman? E. Make a judgement about how many to train and what to teach. 5. Identify all other traditional practitioners in the community, being alert to identify those who are able, have broad community support and would benefit from further training as a village health worker. 6. Collect information on all types of government extension agents active in the village. A. Are they willing to support, and work through, the VDC? B. Identify coordinating procedures. 7. Collect information on all non-governmental agency activities. A. What have they organized already in the village? B. Can it be brought under the VDC umbrella? C. How can it be coordinated with PHC?



The field study: sampling



Sample by function Regional health teams in the three regions of the country made two lists of PHC villages: (1) those that were functioning well, and (2) those with management problems serious enough to threaten function. This sample gave 'best' and 'worst' for comparison. All other PHC villages were presumed to lie on a continuum between these poles. Sample by ethnicity In each region these lists were reviewed and a representative sample of ethnic groups taken. The proportion #jf villages by ethnicity approximates to the Gambian census proportions on ethnicity (Table 1). Sample by region Fourteen villages were chosen from the Eastern Region (more geographically remote), eleven from the Central Region and eight from the Western Region. The Western Region sample was small because that is the last region to be organized for PHC. We chose villages that had been functioning in the programme for at least two years, preferably for three or four years: only after some time do managerial problems become apparent. In all three regions villages



Table 1. Thirty-three villages in sample grouped by dominant ethnic group in village Group



Mandinka



Fula



Wolof



JoU



Villages



Bureng Dobang Kunda Faraba Suntu Janneh Kunda Jarrang Jassong Jurunku Kafuta Kayai Kwinella Lamin Koto Nema Salikenye Sotokoi Swareh Kunda



Buduk Dogo Fula Bantang Jiroff Kerr Mama Kerr Ousman Buso Sare Samba Tako Sarangai Sohm Yoro Beri Kunda



Bati Bulock Daru Ralwan Jaka Mbayan Medina Mungagen Njoben



Jalam Bereh



Total



15 (45%)



10 (30%)



6 (18%)



1(3%)



1 (3%)



Serahule



Social organization and PHC



were chosen from the south bank and the north bank of the Gambia River. Some were on roads and some were quite remote, linked by bush tracks. In each region representative proportions of villages by function and ethnicity were chosen. The final sample of 33 villages constituted 14% of all PHC villages in The Gambia. Data collection methods



Data were collected to elucidate features of social organization contributing to PHC managerial success. Five people did one or more interviews in each village, yielding a total of 203 interviews. The five interviewers were a regional medical officer with extensive experience in organizing and administering Gambian PHC, a research officer in community development, a research officer in social welfare, and a social anthropologist with extensive West African field experience. The research team was further augmented by an experienced member of the regional health team in each region. With the exception of the anthropologist, all interviewers were multilingual in Gambian languages. Interviewers and interviewees were matched in status. Men interviewed men, women interviewed women. Dr Cham, for example, interviewed the village head and his council; all were men of high social status. Mr Touray interviewed the male village health workers and Miss Baldeh interviewed the trained traditional midwives and the head of the village women's organization. We sought candid information by avoiding a threatening or 'official' posture. Thus, Mr Touray (non-medical) had a chat with an embezzling health worker, for example, while Dr Cham (medical) asked the elders for the history of their village, probing for its political factions and assessing the leadership qualities of the headman and the VDC. Each interviewer followed a brief, memorized interview schedule, but was free to probe for additional information at any point. We sought out village managers (or their deputies) for interview as listed in the outline on pages 215-16. We also interviewed those without obvious decision-making roles: persons from the lower castes such as blacksmiths and former slaves; spokesmen and spokeswomen from
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minority ethnic groups; and seasonal migrant fanners who are 'strangers' with few rights in the village. AH relevant information from these interviews was written down. In a second stage it was coded, summarized and analysed. Data analysis



All interviews from each village were collated and a one-page summary drawn for each village under standard headings: • • • • •



ethnicity (dominant and minority groups). castes (dominant and minority groups). headman, his council and political history. VDC (composition and function). women's organization (composition and function). • traditional midwives, including the trained one. • village health worker. • regional health team supervisors. Some of this information was analysed quantitatively (e.g. caste status of midwives and village health workers). Other information was used in a more general comparative way to (1) compare a cluster of villages with good managerial function with a cluster of villages experiencing managerial problems, and (2) look at the characteristics of village health workers who were dishonest with drug re-purchase funds. Our conclusions were not based on numerical analysis alone but also on inferred meanings of conversations and observations. Much time was spent by the research team discussing and agreeing interpretations of information within the Gambian cultural context. Findings: organizing principles in Gambian villages Organizing principles such as caste and class are mechanisms of social stratification affecting the function of PHC programmes. The following section identifies six principles which are functionally related to each other. Gambian villages are not socially egalitarian nor based upon the democratic principle of one-adult-onevote. People are ranked on the basis of several organizing principles, and those with the highest rank usually make decisions and allocate land
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for farming, but that is not to say that people of lower rank are economically exploited. Today, houses of clients and former slaves may be as comfortably appointed as those of nobles, and the health and nutritional status of their residents may be as good as that of their social superiors. Nevertheless, these principles must be understood to inform realistic planning.



descent from the founder. This descent principle may become tangled and a matter of dispute over time, as when a headman is weak and collateral kin make a bid for power. Or, in another case, a group of brothers migrated together and agreed to rotate the headmanship between them. These agreements may cause rivalry and instability in subsequent generations.



In rural Gambia the organizing principles that rank people are caste, class, age, religion, gender and the marriage order of wives. Some principles cross-cut others, as when an elder (age), male (gender) blacksmith (caste) may have more influence than a young unmarried noblewoman. Age sets (Wolof kafo) cut across caste and class, creating solidarity where other principles require exclusivity.



People of lower class are free-born 'strangers'. They may have migrated to the village on a seasonal basis, or they may have settled and stayed for generations. They are clients to patrons who allocate land for them to use, often provide seeds to plant and protect them in political disputes. In return, clients usually work three days a week on their own farm and four days a week on their patron's farm. Mobility between classes is possible, as when an exceptionally loyal and hard-working client may be given his patron's kinswoman in marriage. Over time, former client groups have become dominant in some villages.



Caste



Castes are social groups without mobility between them. They have resulted from the historical process of trade, war, migration and concentrations of political power in savanna kingdoms. Caste categories in The Gambia are nobles, griots (praise singers and entertainers), blacksmiths, leatherworkers and former slaves. Intermarriage should not occur between these categories, nor any other type of social mobility between them. Because Gambian ethnic groups are organized into patrilineages, a woman of high caste is especially constrained from marrying a man of lower caste because her children would be of the husband's lower rank. Not all castes are found in every ethnic group or village. Fula tend to have nobles and former slaves only. Some Mandinka villages may have the full complement of castes or only some of them. For example, a village may have been founded when blacksmiths split off from an older village to form their own village without nobles. In another case, nobles migrated without taking their griots with them. Class



Class has arisen from rural-to-rural migration. The patrilineal descendants of the original founder of a village, or the conquerer of an area, tend to control political office and allocation of usufructuary rights to farm land. Those controlling lineages and clans are internally ranked by the degree of direct genealogical



Age In societies based on the lineage principle, ancestors are the ultimate source of wisdom and blessings. Old people, closest to the ancestors, are most respected. Adults in Mandinka villages, for example, may be stratified into three age sets {kafo): one hierarchy of three age sets for men and another for women. Men's sets are usually constituted of boys aged about 10 to 20, young men aged about 20 to 40 who are either unmarried or heads of nuclear families, and old men over the age of 40 who head an extended family and may also head a neighbourhood, the mosque or the village council. Elder men (the headman and his council) constitute the traditional village steering committee, taking decisions and enforcing rules, usually by concensus. Women may be similarly organized by age, with elder women being authority figures in women's matters. The younger age grades usually carry out decisions made by elders to improve wells, remove weeds, clean away rubbish and perform other tasks. Religion



Although Islam unifies the society, it may also stratify villages, as when a lineage descending from a saintly marabout may command prestige,



Social organization and PHC



loyalty, political power and wealth. Imams may succeed to office within an influential lineage. Sometimes competing segments within one lineage, or two different lineages, or even two different ethnic groups in a village, may strike a balance of power in which one holds secular power (headmanship) and the other the office of Imam. But this balance may become unstable over time. A second mosque appearing in the village may be a symptom of this political factionalism. Sometimes the roots of factionalism are deep, as when the political balance of power arose from past warfare between non-Muslim Soninki warriors and groups led by marabouts. Gender



Men are ranked above women and are expected to speak in public meetings and exercise overt political power. Therefore PHC activities targeted on women and children are more likely to succeed if they are also discussed in women's forums, and organized through women's political hierarchies. However, links between male and female gender hierarchies must be nurtured, particularly in VDCs which are focused on activities rather than on political aspects of hierarchies per se. Ranked order of wives



Where marriages are polygynous, wives are ranked by marriage order. Especially in Mandinka villages, we found that most politically prominent women (head of the women's organization or traditional midwives) were born in the village and remained there, usually through cousin marriage. They were usually the first wives of prominent men. They had influence because they tended to be of noble caste, but also because they were not inmarrying strangers from another village, as subsequent wives may be. First wives command more respect because they are usually older, have the key to food stores and give out food and work to junior wives. Children of polygynous marriages take their social identity from their father and his patrilineage, but may have emotional ties to their biological mother and her kin. Splits in lineages causing political disruption, and even village fission, sometimes resulted from rivalry between sons of one father
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but different mothers. Therefore, even this principle of social organization contributes to factions resulting in poor function of VDCs and PHC services. Function of primary hearth care villages Headmen and councils



We found that all but two headmen had succeeded to their office because of their lineage position and through a process of consensus decision; two had been elected. In The Gambia a working consensus of the whole village is more likely in the former method. Where there has been an election the supporters of an unsuccessful candidate have not agreed to the choice and may remain aloof. Three headmen had been in office less than five years, but one had been in office for 60 years. Five were judged to lack the confidence of their village, and six were judged to have poor managerial ability. Most were members or chairmen of their VDCs;fivewere only advisors and three were not members. All headmen were advised by a council. The councils ranged in size from two to six members, with three, four or five members being most common. The councils were composed of elderly male aristocrats, often the heads of lineage-based neighbourhoods (kabilo). Function of village development committees



Because the headman and his council represent traditional legitimate political power, but are not representative of the range of caste, class, gender, ethnicity, etc. in the village, the Gambian PHC plan beginning in 1981 specified the formation of VDCs to promote, monitor and support a range of development activities including health. The majority of these committees contained representatives from all major ethnic and caste groups in the village. In most, women were members and regularly attended meetings. Only three had no women members and a further five had nominal women members who said they attended only if they were especially invited. The women members tended to be the head of the women's organization, the trained traditional midwife and perhaps two other noble women.
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Faraba Sutu had a health committee of women only, formed as part of a special women, health and development project. Some of the VDCs were chaired by the traditional headman. This appeared to work well where he was active and had the support of his people. But in Njoben, for example, the headman did not have the confidence of his people, and in other villages headmen were old and frail. In some cases where the chairman was not the headman, he was an able leader; in some cases he was not. In Sare Samba Tako, for example, the chairman was weak, did not keep the headman informed, and seldom called meetings. In Maka Mbayen women said they had their own VDC: 'The headman has nothing to do with us; we keep our own records and manage our own affairs.' We concluded that eight of the VDCs understood PHC only in terms of drugs and curative services, and were confused about their wider development function in the village. Women's organizations We found the women organized in all villages. In only three did we judge the organization to be weak. In one case it was headed by an elderly and rather confused close relative of the headman. In every case the women's organization was headed by an aristocrat, who was usually related to the headman as sister or wife. All but one women's organization kept funds for potential investment. In no village had a woman embezzled money from the fund, although some had lost their money when they turned it over to male caretakers, or in one case to a mobile bank that failed. In all villages the women's organization included all ethnic groups and castes, although some were internally stratified by two, three, or in one case four, age grades. Men, on average, control far more wealth than women, but women work long hours in farming and retain some of the product of their labour. In most villages women did some communal farming of rice, other grains or vegetables, keeping profits in a common fund. Women as individuals gain wealth by selling milk (Fula especially), and using that money to buy goats



and sheep. Those small animals may later be traded for cows. In farming, most activity is for the household farm, guided by the husband, but with wife or wives contributing considerable labour. Women tend not to have a claim on any surplus left over from the household farm. Some women make individual groundnut or rice farms and use the product for household consumption and marketed wealth. Village health workers Village health workers ranged in age from 25 to 60 without any clustering. All but two were married, and except for those dismissed for embezzling, there was virtually no turn-over. Only three had been in their post less than two years, and some for as long as five years. One village health worker was a 'stranger' (client) to the headman. He had been in Fula Bantang only two years and was single. Four were of former slave caste: in two Fula villages, one Mandinka village and one Serahule village. Most were noble, and most were related to the headman and therefore members of the dominant lineage in the village. They were selected in various ways: by the headman and his council, by the VDC or by the village at large. Only one of the 33 was receiving a dependable stipend, and a few had received substantial help on their farm, but usually not at the crucial time in the wet season when tasks had to be done. Unlike the trained traditional midwives, they were not traditional healers and had no customary fee for service tradition to fall back on. They all spoke of the conflict between time needed for farming and the time villagers expected them to be available to diagnose and sell drugs. This time conflict intensified in the wet season when farm work was most demanding and diseases needing drugs, such as malaria, peaked. All had difficulty in collecting money for drugs, commenting: 'The village people are my relatives (or patrons, or masters), how therefore can I charge them money?' A few spoke of competition with orderlies, a colonial category of health worker paid a small salary by government. In the past they gave free curative services, whereas modern village health workers must charge for drugs. One village, Jalam Bereh, made their orderly into the village health worker.
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Traditional birth attendants The trained traditional midwives were all aristocrats except for three former slaves and one 'stranger'. In Faraba Sutu a 'stranger' (headman's client) had been selected in a rush to meet targets for a special programme, and she did not have the confidence of village women. She had no experience as a traditional midwife when she was chosen, and complained that village women did not call her for assistance. Women continued to go to traditional midwives who had not been selected for training. The former slaves were in a Fula, a Wolof and a Serahule village. In the Serahule village the former slave had been assistant to the noblewoman originally chosen as the trained midwife, who had recently died. The village wanted the assistant to go for training as soon as she returned from the haj to Mecca. No studies have been done in The Gambia to know what the division of labour between noble and service castes is in birth, which is seen as a social rite of passage as well as a biological event. All trained traditional midwives were married. One had lost all her children, was the head of a cult for women who are barren or have lost all children, and seemed to have the village's confidence. None were receiving a stipend through the VDC as planned, but most had received payment once or twice over the past few years. About half had some help from other women on their farm, but usually only one day's work in the whole agricultural cycle. Most had reverted to traditional fee-for-service remuneration. Women who did not receive this traditional fee had been incorrectly selected for the post. Lack of traditional payment might therefore be taken as an indicator that the individual lacked the community's confidence and the regional health team should consider reselection. Women preferred a midwife of their own ethnic group, and often of their own neighbourhood (kabilo). They often by-passed the single trained midwife in the village, and some trained midwives complained that they had too much to do in a large village working single-handed. Therefore they often teamed up with one or more untrained midwives. All villages had more than one and less than ten traditional midwives.
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Social structure and village fission The Gambian plan for PHC specified that health services would be organized in villages of 400 population or larger. This field study was therefore done on a sample of relatively large Gambian villages. Small villages and hamlets usually have a historical and sociological relationship to larger villages, often having split off from them, or having been settled by prominent political figures in the larger villages. Therefore organizing large villages seemed to be a good political and logistic strategy. However the economy of all villages was based on farming; primarily on hoe cultivation, with some use of plough and draft animals. Because of periodic drought and the limited fertility of tropical soils, a locality has a limited carrying capacity. When village population reaches the limit of that carrying capacity the village tends to develop tensions which result in a group splitting off to form a new community. Gambel has suggested that fission begins to occur in Wolof villages when the population exceeds 100 people (Gambel 1957:14ff). By planning to choose villages with 400 population or more as PHC villages, there may have been an unintended bias towards choosing villages undergoing structural fission with all the disruption to managerial process inherent in such a political process. Patterns of success and failure No one characteristic makes a PHC village function well or poorly. Tables 2 and 3 look at function in terms of eight variables. Villages that did not function well may lack a clear ethnic majority, have complex caste interaction, an unrepresentative and poorly led village development committee, the wrong person selected as the trained traditional midwife or village health worker, and other problems. Similarly, in looking at village health workers who mismanaged funds, we compared a set of variables (Table 4). In all these cases the village had not maintained its agreement to give them financial support. Most embezzlers had a close social relationship with the headman, which may indicate that they were not chosen with broad village support. Beyond that, we were surprised to see that most were older, married men, presumably well settled in their community.



Table 2. Villages where village development committees and PHC work well Village



Ethnicity



Caste



Alkali (headman) VDC



Women's Org.



Bati



Wolof&afew strange fanners. (All Ceesay 'brothers')



Nobles, blacksmiths & slaves. Slaves with important roles.



Inherited office, 28 years ago. Head of VDC. Respected.



Links Alkali & women's organization. Representative of other groups.



All 5 Mandinka castes.



Inherited, 5 years ago. Respected. Active. Inherited, age 54. All castes in his council. Brother active.



Dobang Kunda



Mandinka, some Fula and Serahule.



Jalam Bereh



Serahule. Few All castes. strange farmers.



TBA



VHW



RHT



Well organized. Noble. Active. Have Women's wealth. All leader. Fee-forethnic & caste service. groups.



Married, age 30. 3 years in post. Cousin to



Frequent supervision.



Alkali is member. 4 women. All ethnic & caste groups.



Organized. Active. Wealth & investment. All groups.



Support from women's organization.



Weekly Age 48. Selected by supervision. Alkali's b'smith. No pay in year.



Good link with Alkali. All castes. Women attend regularly.



Organized. Have cash. All groups.



Noble (now dead) assisted by slave. Latter now appointed.



Had been orderly for 19 years. Slave to Alkali. Received cash and labour.



Alkali. No pay



in year.



Frequent supervision.



cr cr



o



=r



0)



3 CD



Kerr Ousman Buso



Fula & 4 other Nobles, blacksmiths groups. Few strange farmers. slaves.



Inherited. Lineage from marabout.



Alkali an active part. All ethnic & caste groups. Women members.



Organized. Active. Cash. Head is Alkali's daughter.



Alkali's wife assisted by slave. Support from women's organization.



Age 29. Not related to Alkali. Wants to go away next dry season.



Sarangai



Fula& Nobles, slaves. Mandinka with strange fanners.



Inherited, 20 years ago. Strong & pragmatic. Consults village.



Alkali takes direct interest. All ethnic & caste groups. Women members.



Organized. Active. Cash. Close links to Alkali. All groups.



Noble. Able. Wants more skills. VDC support.



Not interviewed. VDC support.



TBA - traditional birth attendant VHW •= village health worker RHT •= rural health team



Weekly supervision.



Table 3. Villages where PHC is not working well Ethnicity



Caste



Alkali (headman) VDC



Fula Bantang



Fula & 6 other groups. Many Mandinka.



All castes for Fula, Mandinka.



Inherited. Not well liked. Member of VDC.



Alkali & council selected members. Head is Alkali's relative. Fula dominate.



Jarrang



Mandinka,&5 other groups. Mandinka only about 50% of population.



Griots, b'smiths, cobblers.



Old and inactive. Was VDC head, now son is.



Jassong



All but slaves. Mandinka majority and strange farmers.



Jiroff



Fula, with large Mandinka section.



Jurunku



Women's Org.



TBA



VHW



RHT



Well organized. Slave. Fee-forAll ethnic & service. caste groups. Wealth, investments.



Stranger: in village only 7 years. Client to Alkali.



CHN comes fortnightly. RHT does not meet with VDC.



All noble, all Mandinka, but 1 Fula. 7 men, no women.



Head old, noble Mandinka only. 55 members in population over 1000, not active.



Noble. Little support or confidence. Not officer in women's org.



G'son of Alkali. Embezzled, successor related. Eager to get drugs.



Inherited. Council of 2 kabilo heads.



7 Mandinka nobles. Some women. Rarely meets.



Mandinka only. Few activities. Role is village entertaining.



Noble, old & frail. Fula & Jolinkadonot call her.



Dishonest. Maybe Related to neglecting this Alkali & Imam. village.



Nobles & slaves.



Old: ruled for 63 years.



All noble Fula men. Curative PHC role only.



President Fula, VP Mandinka. 2 age groups but unity.



Fula, wife of Dishonest. Slave. No Alkali's son. Mandinka don't support. call her.



CHN does not meet with VDC.



Mandinka a clear majority.



All castes.



Elected after split in ruling lineage.



All Mandinka, nobles. Good link to Alkali, meet regularly.



Action Aid organized. PHC seen as 'club' for few.



Noble, but no confidence in her. By-passed. No support.



Not often visited by CHN or RHT.



Lamin Koto



Mandinka a clear majority.



All castes.



Old & frail. Cannot mobilize his people.



Little sense of purpose. Few activities.



All groups, but not active since Chinese left.



Mandinka Not in village noble. Liked by for interview. women.



Medina



Wolof. Some Griots only. strange farmers.



Inherited.



Role not clear to members, inactive. TBA seldom invited, head of women not member.



Organized, active, wealth but no concensus on investment so inactive.



Wolof noble, liked.



Yoro Beri Kunda



Fula, but half Fulas of slave Mandinka. Two caste. villages?



2 Alkalis.



One VDC but difficult ethnic cooperation.



2 organizations for Fula and Mandinka.



Mandinka TBA Fula, with a Visit weekly. Fula assistant, Mandinka rival. Sometimes meet but Fula Little support. with VDC. by-pass TBA.



Son of Alkali, Arabic scholar. No support.



Little support, frustrated by VDC.



Socia1 organizatiDn and PHC



Village



Rarely visit, don't meet VDC, concerned with drugs, don't follow-up VHW's reports.
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Table 4. Village health workers who have mis-managed funds (7 villages, 21% of sample) Village (dominant ethnic group)



Ethnicity of Caste VHW



Age Marital



VDC



Selection



Remuneration



status



Swareh Mandinka Kunda (Mandinka)



Slave to Alkali.



25



Married Representative.



Alkali & elders



Lapse in support



Sotokoi Mandinka (Mandinka)



Noble. Related to Alkali.



50



Married Representative and active.



Whole village



Lapse in support



Salikenye Mandinka (Mandinka)



49 Noble. Son of dead Alkali (wants to leave).



Married Representative and active.



VDC



Lapse in support



Jiroff (Fula)



Slave.



45



Married No women. Want curative service only.



'The village'



Lapse in support



Jassong Mandinka (Mandinka)



Noble. Related to Alkali.



49



Married Not representative Alkali & Imam of caste, ethnicity. Inefficient & slow.



Lapse in support



Jarrang Mandinka (Mandinka)



Noble. Grandson of Alkali. Cashier was cousin.



32



Married Not representative Alkali only of caste, ethnicity, gender.



Lapse in support



Faraba Mandinka Sutu (Mandinka)



Not interviewed.



Married Special 'Women & Special programme rush Health' village. All Women. Alkali's wife is head.



Lapse in support



Fula



Cash and cost recovery: the rural sector Since this study was done in preparation for a World Bank health sector loan, and since the World Bank lends money rather than granting it, the question of cost recovery must be examined explicitly at the village level. At this level questions of social justice balanced against the pragmatics of international banking are seen in human terms. This survey was carried out during the rainy season, the period of maximum hunger, work and poverty in which malaria and other diseases peak. Going from house to house we found many people — children, the elderly and even one headman - ill with malaria. In most cases they did not have cash to buy chloroquine from the village health worker. With seven years of drought behind them, villagers had very little



cash, and the first priority was to buy food. In a recent survey for the Medical Research Council and WHO, MacCormack and Snow (1985:148) found only 3% of Wolof, and no Fula households willing or able to pay 30 dalasi for a bed net for malaria protection. If cash is required for health care, less privileged people are either excluded from care or they beg for money from patrons or former masters. The latter alternative reinforces, and perhaps intensifies, ranked social hierarchies. Thus Health for All is not being promoted; the equity issue is not being met. Trained traditional midwives had reverted to traditional payment in kind. Every household could find some food or other gift to give to the midwife, especially if cash was scarce. She in turn tended to 'means test' her clients, expecting little from the poor and powerless.



Social organization and PHC



The difficulty arises particularly with the new category of worker (from the village perspective), the village health worker, who must work in a cash nexus to sell and replenish his drug supply. If he has no drugs he has little credibility in the community. He has no traditional healer's role to fall back on for general compensation for services rendered, and cannot replenish drugs if he is paid in millet or a chicken. Furthermore, if he is in the social category of a former slave he cannot demand payment from social superiors, and if he is a relative of the headman he cannot demand money from his noble kinsmen.



3.



Most wealth-creating productive work takes place in the rural sector. Therefore, in at least the next few years, the following two policy changes might be considered: • whenever possible, select a village health worker who is a traditional practitioner and can continue to work on a customary fee-for-services basis. • cover the cost of the few essential drugs used at village level from general revenue. Conclusions and recommendation Although this study was done in The Gambia, the conclusions and recommendations may be relevant to a number of poor, primarily rural, countries with similar village social and political structures. 1. Continue to strengthen the VDCs. They do not replace the traditional headman's council, but link it to other groups and augment village government. The VDC is the necessary link with women's organizations in each village. It should represent both genders and all major ethnic class, caste and age groups in the village. If the headman is weak, look for an active member of his council to be on the VDC. Failing that, a younger kinsman of the headman should be sought to fulfil this liaising and legitimizing function. 2. VDCs must be strengthened by coordinating all extension workers - health, community development, agriculture, etc. Working with and through the committee should be part of their job descriptions. Community health nurses, who cover five or six villages, should spend the whole day in each village talking



4.



5.



6.



7.
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with the headman and VDC members, as well as inspecting the village health worker's drugs. They should also stay overnight from time to time and attend committee meetings. Rural public health nurses, the supervisors of community health nurses, should also stay out in villages as they do their circuit rather than attempting to drive out from regional headquarters for each visit. The entire regional health team must meet with VDC members and work with them. A more specific coordinating role for the divisional commissioner should be developed, to coordinate the activities of all government agencies working in the area of his jurisdiction, and also to coordinate the activities of non-governmental agencies working in the area. Consider whether there is too great a gap between the commissioner's coordinating function and the VDC. Might a district-level coordinating body be needed? What role should the traditional chiefs play? Replan policy on support of village health workers and trained traditional midwives. Consider encouraging villagers to select recognized and respected bonesetters, herbalists or other traditional practitioners as village health workers. People are used to going to them, and paying for the service in cash or kind. Expand training among women, perhaps by encouraging a team of a traditional midwife and a younger, literate woman to work with her. Even with illnesses which are not obstetrical or gynaecological, women still prefer to consult women about their own illness. Preventive and curative paediatric knowledge should also be taught directly to women for maximum impact. The extra cost involved can probably be borne by women. Every village but two had a relatively well organized women's organization which included all ethnic and caste groups, even in villages which had overt splits in the male political hierarchy. Give traditional birth attendant training to all recognized traditional midwives in the village. The cost of training is low. By recognizing only one traditional midwife the village is split and divided, with minority ethnic groups left out. This comprehensive training is especially important in multi-
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ethnic villages where women of one ethnic group are reluctant to go outside their groups during the dangerous, vulnerable period of childbirth. We were told in many cases that 'the baby comes too quickly to call the TBA', but in fact many women continued to be attended by untrained midwives they trusted. Childbirth at village level must be recognized as a rite of passage and not merely as a biological function. 8. Consider ways of helping trained traditional midwives to be more mobile, especially the younger assistants. Consider a bicycle or horsecart scheme for them. With transportation midwives could come regularly for advanced training in a wider range of skills. 9. Field test horse carts as a more reliable and cost effective means of transport for peripheral health workers than motorbikes. 10. Revise guidelines for community assessment along the lines described in the methodology of this paper.
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